
 
 
 

Honors Literature & Composition 1 
Instructor: Mrs. Erin M. Bratkowski 
Room: 350 
Plan Period: 4th & 7th hour 
E-mail: ebratkowski@ucityschools.org 
Phone Extension: 4270 

 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This is a course designed for students who want to be challenged and whose reading and 
writing skills are at or above grade-level. Students will read and study a variety of texts with a 
focus on analyzing literary devices, theme, tone, and story structure. Detailed writing 
assignments which develop skills in analysis, synthesis, argument and narrative writing, as well 
as other expository techniques, are an integral part of the curriculum. Activities also include a 
refinement of vocabulary, grammar, listening skills, research skills, and presentation skills.  
 
NEW CURRICULUM:  
The SpringBoard Curriculum is the new ELA curriculum at University City High School that is 
developed by the College Board, the same organization that creates the Advanced Placement 
courses as well as the SAT assessment. It is aligned to college and career-ready standards and 
is rated as “meets expectations” by a highly regarded curriculum review organization. It offers 
students opportunities to consistently read a variety of complex text, engage in meaningful 
discussion and produce various writing pieces. 
 
READING: 
Students will be exposed to a wide range of both classic and contemporary 
literature.  Additionally, students' understanding of each major text will be enhanced by the 
reading of various complementary texts that are thematically matched. In general, these 
thematic units will consist of a major text, such as a novel, memoir, or play, with various 
complementary texts, such as essays, speeches, non-fiction articles, letters, short stories, 
poems, and songs. Films, television shows, video clips and art works will also be “read” to both 
broaden and deepen your understanding, while expanding literacy skills beyond conventional 
texts. 
 
WRITING: 
Assignments will derive from the literary study in some way. Some will be formal 
and some will be informal; some will be processed and some will be timed; some will be 
researched and some will not. Regardless, all writing, in conjunction with the reading, will 
develop students awareness of the interrelationship between writer, reader and subject. 
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Informal Writing: students will use a combination of annotations, dialectical journals and timed 
free writes to engage in a close study of literature with the aim to improve your ability to critically 
think, read and write. These exercises will be used to aid students’ understanding of a text 
and/or to develop ideas for a formal piece of writing. Though informal, these assignments will be 
taught, modeled and assessed. 
 
Formal Writing: The major writings students are expected to compose are narrative, informative, 
argumentative, and researched argumentative. Students will also be introduce analytical writing. 
Each of these will be taken through the writing process, which includes brainstorming, 
organizing,drafting, and revision. To prepare students for research, there will be a focus on 
choosing quality sources, note taking, summarizing, paraphrasing, choosing, using and 
integrating quotes, as well as documentation using the MLA format. Students will also be 
expected to complete constructed responses. 
 
LANGUAGE FOCUS: 
Vocabulary, grammar, and mechanics will be taught and reinforced through mini-lessons and in 
conjunction with reading texts and writing assignments. 
 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING: 
Students will engage in class conversations, debates and activities where students will practice 
using effective speaking and listening techniques that will stimulate thought and encourage 
conversation. Students will be expected to listen carefully so that they can take in new 
information, ideas and/or evidence, reevaluate their point of view and respond thoughtfully. 
 
GRADING: 
Grade: Summative 70% Formative 30%, Final Exam 10%  
All assignments (formative & summative) will be graded based on students’ abilities to 
proficiently achieve Missouri’s English Language Art Standards for 9th grade.  
 
MATERIALS:  
3 Subject Notebook and a folder  
 
HOMEWORK: 
When homework is assigned, it is due at the start of the class on the due date. Students should 
be prepared for 20-30 minutes of homework a night.  Homework will be both long-range as well 
as overnight. Homework assignments will be posted in google.classroom.  
 
LATEWORK: 
Work is considered late if it is not handed in by the requested due date and time. For instance, if 
an assignment is requested at the start of class, it is considered late if you hand it in after the 
start of class.  
 
Summative Assignments: Summative assignments are not necessary to the operation of the 
class.  For instance, final drafts of essays and final drafts on projects, always fall under this 



category. Late summative assignments will only be accepted until 1 week prior to the end of the 
quarter.  
 
Formative Assignments: formative homework consists of any reading assignment or 
writing assignment that is necessary to the functioning of the class. Reading homework is 
always preparatory unless the teacher informs you otherwise. You need to read the materials 
assigned by a certain day so that specific class activities can be performed by students and 
their classmates. Other formative assignments will be used to drive instruction and measure 
progress and are frequently done in class. These assignments cannot be turned in late.  
 
ABSENCES & MAKE-UP WORK: 
It is the student’s responsibility to ask for missing work and to submit it on time. If you know you 
will be absent, be responsible and ask for work in advance. If you have an excused absence, 
you have the number of days you are absent plus three more to make up your work. For 
example: if you were absent five days, you have 1 week to make up the assignment, unless the 
assignment was given in advance. You are expected to check our Google Classroom page first 
for information regarding assignments missed and handouts needed. Once you have done that, 
ask a peer for any missing notes and learning targets. Then you may see me for additional 
information, assistance, and support. 
 
GOOGLE.CLASSROOM & TURNITIN.COM:  
Notes and some assignment will be posted in google.classroom.  Final essays are to be posted 
in turnitin.com with no greater than a 10% similarity report 
 
PASSES: 
Per the school’s rules, no passes will be allowed the first 15 minutes or last 15 minutes of class. 
Otherwise, passes are at the teacher’s discretion and only for the nurse or bathroom.  
 
Passes are permitted to the bathroom and nurse with the expectation that the student returns to 
class with 5 minutes.  Students who abuse passes will lose their privileges for the remainder of 
the semester. 
 
TARDIES:  
Do Nows are conducted during the first 10 minutes of class and then graded. It is important that 
students are on time as they will not be permitted to make up Do Nows.  Students who are not 
in their seats when the bell rings are considered tardied and will be addressed per school policy.  
 
CELL PHONES:  
At the beginning of every class, students will be asked to set their phones on silent and place 
them in a cell phone locker.  They will not be permitted to retrieve their phone until class is over 
or if they are dismissed from class early.  The use of cell phone lockers is NOT optional. 
Students who refuse to put their phones in the locker will be addressed by the administration 
team.  
 
CLASS EXPECTATIONS: 



● Be prepared (bring material and a mindset to learn) 
● Be respectful in words and actions  
● Be ready to learn (no putting your head down or going to sleep) 
● Be responsible with electronic (no headphones or phones)  

 
DISCIPLINE PLAN: 

1. Verbal Warning  
2. Conference with students 
3. Phone call home 
4. Restorative Circle  
5. Referral 

It is at the teacher’s discretion to skip a step dependent on the occurrence.  
  
ETHICAL STANDARDS: All works produced and turned in shall be your own and not other 
students’ or sources’ work being claimed as your own.  Since it is difficult to determine which 
student copied and which student allowed his/her work to be copied, both students will receive a 
zero. 
  
SEMESTER 1 
UNIT 1: Coming of Age 

Goals:  
● To understand the concept of coming of age 
● To identify diction, syntax, imagery, and tone—and to understand the way they work 

together to convey an author’s or speaker’s voice 
● To incorporate voice effectively in writing 
● To analyze and use rhetorical appeals and evidence to present an argument to an 

audience 
● To support an inference or claim using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient 

evidence 
Assessments: 

● Writing and Presenting an Interview Narrative 
● Writing an Argumentative Essay 

UNIT 2: Defining Style 
Goals:  

● To identify specific elements of an author’s style 
● To review and analyze elements of fiction and write a short story 
● To analyze syntactical structure and use clauses to achieve specific effects 
● To develop close reading skills 
● To identify cinematic techniques and analyze their effects 

Assessments: 
● Writing a Short Story 
● Writing a Style Analysis Essay 

UNIT 3: Coming of Age in Changing Times 
Goals:  



● To gather and integrate relevant information from multiple sources to answer research 
questions 

● To present findings clearly, concisely, and logically, making strategic use ofdigital media 
● To analyze how literary elements contribute to the development of a novel’s themes 
● To write a literary analysis, citing textual evidence to support ideas and inferences 

Assessments: 
● Historical Investigation & Presentation 
● Writing a Literary Analysis Essay 

SEMESTER 2 
 

UNIT 4: Exploring Poetic Voices 
Goals:  

● To develop the skills and knowledge to analyze and craft poetry 
● To analyze the function and effects of figurative language 
● To write original poems that reflect personal voice, style, and an understanding of poetic 

elements 
● To write a style-analysis essay 
● To present an oral interpretation of a poem 

Assessments: 
● Creating a Poetry Anthology 
● Analyzing and Presenting a Poet 

UNIT 5: Coming of Age on Stage  
Goals:  

● To cite textual evidence to support analysis of a dramatic text 
● To analyze the representation of key scenes in text, film, and other mediums 
● To collaborate with peers on an interpretive performance 
● To conduct research to answer questions and gather evidence 
● To analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance a purpose 
● To write an argument to support a claim 

Assessments: 
● Presenting Dramatic Interpretation 
● Writing a Synthesis Argument  

 
 

Honors Literature & Composition 1 with Ms. Bratkowski 
 

I have read and understand the class guidelines described in Ms. Bratkowski’s syllabus. 
 

_______________________________ ________________________________ 
Student’s Signature Parent/Guardian’s Signature 

________________________________ ________________________________ 
Student’s Name (PRINTED) Parent/Guardian’s Name (PRINTED) 


